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服务器发送请求，实现自动登录，并获取页面的 HTML 源码，在获取页面 HTML
源码后，程序使用正则表达式解析网页内容，之后将解析获得数据存入数据库，



















Obviously, it has vital significances to improve the efficiency of coal production, 
strengthen the coordinate management, prevent the result of the production, 
transportation and sale of separation of "Information island" ,which needs by 
constructing the coal transportation management information platform for 
optimization of coordinated production, transportation, sales, and finance. In terms of 
coal industry in Fujian Province, the overall cost of coal sales become much higher 
than those in north due to the mining conditions of coal seam, coal reserves ,coal 
quality ,coal transportation and other aspects of disadvantages. Therefore，this makes 
the operation of coal become more important----to promote the information 
construction of enterprises, to boost the integration of logistic, fund and information, 
to improve the whole management level of enterprises as well as the efficiency of its 
operation, and what’ more, cost down can’t be ignored. 
The thesis put forward a feasible program of intelligent coal enterprise 
management, which based on the research analysis of transportation and marketing 
management requirements by Yong'an coal and electricity Co., Ltd. On the basis of 
realizing the automatic information acquisition of coal production and marketing, we 
should use the computer technology to achieve the purpose of automatic information 
acquisition, and to promote the automation and intelligent process of enterprise 
management as well. 
The thesis is dedicated to solve the document management of coal transportation 
management, the read-online document, production and marketing query, 
multifunctional dynamic statements rendering, automatic information acquisition and 
so on. Besides, it makes a complete introduction about the features and usages of 
Silver light, and applied it into the development process of coal market information 
management system. In process of system implementation, it pay more attention to 
the overall rational layout, with the heavy use of the third party controls DevExpress, 
















customed report development and abundant display effects are work well for needs of 
enterprise daily management. Using the online-reading documents, automatic 
information acquisition and some other technologies is conducive to implement the 
intelligent and automation of marketing management, of course it contributes to 
reduce the repeat degree of manual operation. 
The automatic information acquisition in this thesis mainly includes two ways: 
the automatic parsing of the Excel document content; Network information collected 
automatically. The design idea is that the program simulated browser to send the 
request to the web server for automatic landing and obtaining the HTML source code 
of the page. While after acquiring the source code of page HTML, the program should 
parse the web content by regular expression, and then parses the data in the database, 
or automatically generated word document. In a word, it does good for reducing the 
manual repetition, and good results have been achieved. 
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